
Canadian Charter of Rights Violations Alberta Human Rights Act 

My name is Jacob Lloyd Deveaux, I wish to proceed in a civil action against numerous offenders who 

committed violations against myself, Kinglak Oy Rutherford, and our daughter Crystal Sierra Deveaux. I 

believe we each have individual rights for state funded attorneys under the Canadian Charter of Rights 

and Freedoms for the wrongful actions against us which includes wrongful incarceration in hospitals for 

drug induced psychosis which was proven to be false as I cooperated with blood testing, so did Kinglak 

and we both tested negative. 

Crystal Sierra Deveaux was being put up for adoption by CFS for no good reason. We are good parents 

who always take her safety seriously. Crystal came home from Edmonton Police and CFS custody with 

bruises all over her body and a serious untreated cut. We had an urgent care doctor and a renowned 

pediatrician examine her on two separate occasions and they confirmed she received injuries while in 

the custody of other people who never treated her injuries. 

Series of violations in list order: 

1. January 8th, 2020, I was the victim of a hit and run collision and the Edmonton police never 

charged the individuals with Hit and run or driving without insurance. 

2. In the Hit and run the defendants interfered with my 911 call and medical response and police 

response without being charged. The defendants also threatened me, Jacob Deveaux. 

3. I was the victim of lawyer malpractice and so was Kinglak on numerous occasions. 

4. Offered LSD from Dr. Haley Abrams 

5. Received a dating request from Dr. Haley Abrams 

6. Received personal calls from Dr. Haley 

7. Received intimidating calls from Dr. Abrams and Dr. Rizvi 

8. Called a bad dad for having custody of Crystal for impairment and psychosis by Dr. Abrams 

despite not having custody of my daughter for numerous years. Kinglak had safe custody of 

Crystal. 

9. Dr. Abrams, complaints led to wrongful incarceration in Alberta hospital once and Royal 

Alexandra hospital twice for me on unusual prescription treatments with no freedoms numerous 

blood testing (Painful) 

10. I was threatened with never being able to leave Alberta hospital. 

11. Kinglak was wrongfully incarcerated for several months after passing negative for drugs and 

alcohol which she is not an alcohol or substance user. 

12. Kinglak has a language barrier and learning disability that makes it hard to communicate with 

authorities like EPS that shackled her hurting her wrists and not securing her in the police car 

where she was tossed around injuring her. 

13. Recently she was called a crack user by a doctor at Kingsway Medi-clinic because of what a 

doctor at the University of Alberta hospital wrote in her medical report from her wrongful 

detention there. Kinglak is ashamed to seek a doctor and afraid of phoning the police or the fire 

department or ambulance now since these terrifying experiences with Justice. 

14. Kinglak was wrongfully assisted by lawyers who made her talk to a peace officer for the AMVIC 

when she was defrauded for a car and so was I. She was accused of being an illegal alien by the 

AMVIC officer Cindy and Cindy never properly handled the complaint against Waterloo Ford. 



15. EPS did not let us file a break-in complaint at the downtown location where we lost about $5000 

in electronics including computers (laptops) and cell phones. 

16. Rosathya, a social worker at a former school our daughter attended and was assaulted at made a 

false report with the backing of Elves Special Needs Society funding board and was presented to 

court and thrown out by the Judge. 

17. Norquest college and immigration and citizenship Canada would not provide school marks and 

documents explaining Kinglak’s school marks in a timely manner for court. 

18. Kelsey, from the family Centre who was supposed to help us with Crystal told Kinglak Jacob 

cannot be trusted despite fighting for Kinglak and Crystal’s safety. 

The main people and institutions I would like to make Charter of Rights complaints against are AMVIC, 

The Edmonton Police Service, CFS, The Family Center, The Royal Alexandra Hospital, The Alberta 

Hospital, The University of Alberta Hospital, Norquest College, Citizenship and Immigration Canada, Dr. 

Haley Abrams, Dr. Rizvi, Lawyers involved in the car accident, lawyers involved in the lawsuit against 

Waterloo Ford, and whomever made the drug usage complaints and/or 911 calls that led to our wrongful 

incarcerations and the Medi-Clinic physician who insulted Kinglak. 

 

 


